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Abstract

Studies of surface water–groundwater interactions using fiber optic distributed temper-
ature sensing (FO-DTS) has increased in recent years. However, only a few studies
to date have explored the limitations of FO-DTS in detecting groundwater discharge to
streams. A FO_DTS system was therefore tested in a flume under controlled laboratory5

conditions for its ability to accurately measure the discharge of hot or cold groundwa-
ter into a simulated surface water flow. In the experiment the surface water (SW) and
groundwater (GW) velocities, expressed as ratios (vgw/vsw), were varied from 0.21 %
to 61.7 %; temperature difference between SW-GW were varied from 2 to 10 ◦C; the
direction of temperature gradient were varied with both cold and-hot water injection;10

and two different bed materials were used to investigate their effects on FO_DTS’s de-
tection limit of groundwater discharge. The ability of the FO_DTS system to detect the
discharge of groundwater of a different temperature in the laboratory environment was
found to be mainly dependent upon the surface and groundwater flow velocities and
their temperature difference. A correlation was proposed to estimate the groundwater15

discharge from temperature. The correlation is valid when the ratio of the apparent
temperature response to the source temperature difference is above 0.02.

1 Introduction

The accurate quantification of fluxes and directions of water flows between different
natural reservoirs (i.e. aquifers, stream and lakes) is critical to those who utilise it as20

a fresh water resource (drinking water, irrigation and livestock production) and those
who use it for industrial purposes as well as its use for environmental and recreational
purposes (Blakey, 1966). The use of heat to estimate water flows is one of the main
tools to quantify surface water–groundwater interactions. The heat method extends
back to Suzuki (1960) who derived an analytical solution for the one-dimensional tran-25

sient heat-flow equation to determine the infiltration of water from rice paddies. Since
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then, heat as a tracer has been developed by numerous researchers and was largely
based upon discrete points of measurement along the streambed. Temperature mea-
surements became more precise and the amount of data collected increased as tech-
nology progressed. The latest improvement in technology has been the development
in the use of fiber optics (Selker et al., 2006a), which can be deployed as a continuous5

measurement along the streambed with reported spatial and thermal resolutions of 1 m
and 0.01 ◦C, respectively (Selker et al., 2006a, b).

The use of fiber optics to measure temperature was originally developed for pipeline
monitoring, fire detection and temperature monitoring in oil wellbores. Subsequently,
its potential use in the field of hydrology was discovered (Kersey, 2000). Since then the10

method has been applied to a number of field settings (Selker et al., 2006a, b). As an
emerging technology in the field of hydrology, researchers have been trying to assess
DTS capabilities and limitations in particular, its measured temperature accuracy and
the limitation in detection of groundwater discharge to streams. For instance, the ef-
fect of direct solar radiation on the fibre optic cables and its effect on the temperature15

reading has been investigated by Neilson et al. (2010) and shown to cause significant
differences from independently measured temperatures. A laboratory experiment was
carried out by Rose et al. (2013) to investigate the accuracy of a DTS system in de-
tecting the size and location of a temperature anomaly resulted from a heat source.
Their results show that the accuracy of FO-DTS in detecting temperature anomalies20

decreased as the size of the temperature contrast was reduced.
Importantly, the temporal and spatial precision of the FO-DTS temperature mea-

surements are critical factors for dynamic conditions. For instance, Tyler et al. (2009)
showed that the temporal precision (repeatability) of three different DTS instruments
have 0.08, 0.13 and 0.31 ◦C standard deviation for 1 min measurement, respectively,25

while the spatial precision is better for the same instruments having the standard devi-
ation of 0.02, 0.04 and 0.08 ◦C, respectively.

In addition, the attempts have been made to quantify the detection limit of flow esti-
mation from DTS temperature measurement including the work of Briggs et al. (2012)
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who used FO-DTS in a natural stream–groundwater system having a ratio of ground-
water to surface water flow rates of about 5 %. They assessed that the quality of results
obtained with DTS were comparable to those obtained with geochemical tracers. For
another stream–groundwater system (a natural first-order stream), Lauer et al. (2013)
investigated the limit of flow estimation from temperature data of DTS. They tested5

their system for ratios of groundwater to surface water flow of <1 to 19 % and con-
cluded that ratios above 2 % can be determined from the measured DTS temperature
response using the energy balance equation. However, their work was carried out in
a field environment where the controlling parameters such as groundwater and surface
water velocities, their temperature difference and etc. are naturally uncertain and can-10

not be precisely manipulated to cover a range of conditions. In addition, the effect of
these controlling parameters on the obtained limit has not been thoroughly investigated
yet. We have therefore tested the performance of a FO-DTS system in a well-controlled
environment by injecting groundwater of constant temperature into a simulated gain-
ing stream environment in a temperature controlled installation. By eliminating heat15

processes likely to occur in the field, such as direct solar radiation on the fiber optic
cable and by avoiding the uncertainties caused by general field heterogeneity in flow
paths and variable surface and groundwater flow rates, we seek to find the temperature
detection limit and consequently the limit of detection for groundwater outflow of this
methodology. We have designed the experiment to investigate the effect of different20

parameters such as: the ratio of groundwater to surface water flow velocities; temper-
ature difference between surface and groundwater sources; type of bed material; hot
and cold groundwater outflow (and its density effect) on this limit.

2 Experimental setup

The pre-existing 7.11 m flume (Fig. 1a) was modified to include a groundwater inflow25

section. This was achieved by adding 15 mm thick Perspex sheeting to the bottom of
the flume section. The centre 300 mm×300 mm of the Perspex was perforated with
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3 mm holes at 7 mm spacing, resulting in a void ratio of 0.138. At the base of the flume,
a 300 mm×300 mm×40 mm volume was constructed where the injected groundwater
could be introduced through a tube sitting inside half a PVC pipe glued to the side of
the flume. This minimised heat transfer between the surface water and the groundwa-
ter feed tube. A fiber optic cable was installed within the flume to record the surface5

water temperatures affected by groundwater injected near the start of the flume. The
spatial resolution of the fiber optic temperature measurements along the flume was
increased by coiling the fiber optic cable around a PVC tube. After testing different di-
ameter PVC tubing, it was found that 42 mm diameter tubing struck the best balance
between spatial resolution and proximity to the flume floor and the groundwater inflow.10

Approximately 750 m of fiber optic cable (OM3) was wrapped around the PVC tube
and 50 m of spare fiber optic cable on both ends were used for calibration in an ice
bath during the testing. The PVC tube was filled with gravel to make it sit on the flume
floor and it was securely capped at both ends to prevent water ingress. A DTS system
(Oryx, Sensornet, UK) sent and received signals from the fiber optic cable in double-15

ended configuration. Temperature was also measured independently by Hobo loggers
(Pro v2) in the injection section, the ice bath and inside the flume on the upstream side
before the injection section. The temperature of the groundwater feed-tank was also
recorded by a temperature logger (Fluke 1523/24) at all times. An insulated icebox
was used for maintaining the groundwater at a set temperature, which was kept con-20

stant and well mixed throughout the testing by a mixer. Figure 1b shows an example
of the temperature measurements along the cable with reduced temperatures at the
groundwater injection section and in the calibration bath.

A Sontek Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV) was installed approximately 3 m down-
stream of the injection section to measure the surface water velocity. Surface water in25

the flume was fed by gravity from the nearby dam (Manly Dam, Sydney, NSW) and
flow was regulated through a gate at the downstream side of the flume. A peristaltic
pump was used to deliver and regulate the groundwater flows into the injection sec-
tion. In initial tests, five different surface water velocities and five different groundwater
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velocities were used leading to 25 different velocity ratios varying from 0.21 to 61.7 %
(corresponding to flow ratios of 0.07 to 21.5 %) with a 10 ◦C temperature difference be-
tween surface and groundwater. The velocities (and corresponding flow rates) used for
surface water and groundwater in the experiment are summarised in Table S1 in the
Supplement. The reason for using velocity ratio instead of flow ratio is to allow generali-5

sation of the results to other experiments or field settings. For instance, similar flow rate
ratios can be obtained at different velocities by varying the surface area. Therefore, the
flow ratio does not uniquely relate to the apparent temperature response (considering
that the velocity is the main factor controlling the heat transfer in the system).

In sensitivity tests, the temperature difference between surface water and ground-10

water was varied from 2 to 10 ◦C to investigate the effect of the source temperature
difference on apparent temperature response for one of the investigated velocity ratios
(0.024). In the second sensitivity test, both hot and cold groundwater was injected into
the surface water in order to investigate the effect of change in water density on the ap-
parent temperature response. The source temperature difference was set to +10 and15

−10 ◦C for the hot and cold water injection, respectively and four different velocity ratios
(a: 0.024, b: 0.002, c: 0.55 and d: 0.617) are tested to cover a wider range of surface
water/groundwater velocities (Table S2 in the Supplement). In two experiments, dyes
were also added to the groundwater to observe the uniformity of water flow through the
injection section.20

The third sensitivity test involves placing a 4 cm thick gravel layer on the bottom of
the flume instead of just having a glass bottom, to form a porous bed to investigate its
effect on the apparent temperature response (the source temperature difference was
set to +10 ◦C) where the surface water velocity (0.1197 m s−1) and the groundwater
velocity (2.818×10−3 m s−1) were kept constant throughout this test.25

In order to investigate the temperature precision of the DTS instrument, fibre op-
tic temperature measurements in an ice bath were compared with a high preci-
sion/high resolution temperature logger and probe (1523/24 Reference Thermometer
from FLUKE with thermal precision of 0.002 ◦C).
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3 Data processing and analysis

DTS temperature traces for analysis were taken 20 min after the onset of groundwa-
ter injection in each test, when the temperature reached steady state. The raw output
of stoke/anti-stoke backscatters provided by the DTS instrument was used to calcu-
late the temperature of the fiber optic cable using the algorithm proposed by van de5

Giesen et al. (2012). The cumulative differential attenuation of the cable showing sharp
transitions in temperature (due to splice, bends, etc.) is presented in Fig. 2. A linear
fit was applied to the data and the fit was used for attenuation correction. The tem-
perature accuracy was assessed by comparing the DTS measurement in an ice bath
(for two sections of the cable with nearly 50 m length each) with the Fluke reference10

thermometer.
The RMSE, Bias and Standard deviation were calculated for all measurements (com-

pared with the Fluke reference thermometer) in the first and second sections of the
cable in the ice bath and the results are presented in Fig. 3. The RMSE of the first and
second sections of the cable fluctuate around 0.025 ◦C which is very similar to their15

standard deviations. The bias fluctuates around zero although a slight off-bias can be
observed in both first and second part of cable in the ice bath. Therefore it can be
concluded that an accuracy of at least 0.1 ◦C can be attained in the tests.

The surface water background temperature was obtained by a logger at the up-
stream side of the flume. This temperature was compared with the minimum temper-20

ature measurement (or maximum in case of a hot groundwater injection) caused by
the groundwater injection. So the apparent temperature response (ATR) was obtained
as a difference by these two values for each individual test (Fig. 4). In contrast we de-
fine the known temperature difference between the two water sources as the source
temperature difference (STD).25
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4 Results

4.1 Effect of the groundwater/surface water velocities on the apparent
temperature response

Figure 5 summarises the results by reporting the ratio of apparent temperature re-
sponse to source temperature difference (ATR/STD) vs. the velocity ratio of groundwa-5

ter to surface water (vgw/vsw) for all the tests (Table S1) on a semi-log scale. As seen
from Fig. 5, the data scatter along a straight line on the semi-scale graph. It was ob-
served that by increasing the surface water velocity or decreasing groundwater velocity
the intensity of the apparent temperature response decreases. It is also seen that the
ATR/STD spreads across a wide range of vgw/vsw when the ATR/STD is below 0.02.10

4.2 Effects of varying the source temperature difference

Figure 6 summarises the tests where the temperature difference, between surface wa-
ter and the groundwater was varied in four steps (2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 ◦C) while the surface
water velocity (0.11965 m s−1) and groundwater velocity (2.818×10−3 m s−1) were kept
constant. From Fig. 6, it can be seen that an increase in the source temperature differ-15

ence is linearly related to the apparent temperature response.

4.3 Effect of bedding material on apparent temperature response

Although heat transfer is mostly assumed to be dominated by convection (by fluid mo-
tion) for FO-DTS applications (Westhoff et al., 2007), the heat conduction between the
fiber optic cable and the underlying bedding can also have an influence on the heat20

transfer. This hypothesis was put to the test by applying a layer of gravel on the bot-
tom of the flume. The apparent temperature response both with and without a gravel
bed beneath the cable are presented in Fig. 7. From this figure it can be observed
that when the fiber optic cable lies on the gravel, the apparent temperature response
is higher than when it is in contact with the flume bottom (glass). So it seems that the25
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flow regime is modified close to cable due to presence of gravel with tortuosity. This
tortuosity causes the water to move quicker within the pores and flow out of the gravel
faster toward the cable which in turn enhances the heat transfer by convection. In ad-
dition, the conduction may have contributed to temperature changes as the thermal
conductivity of gravel is lower than that of glass.5

4.4 Effect of hot/cold water injection on the apparent temperature response

The apparent temperature response for both hot and cold water injections for four dif-
ferent velocity cases (Table S2) is presented in Fig. 8. This Figure illustrates that the
difference in apparent temperature response between cold and hot water injections
are most prominent when both the surface water and groundwater velocities are low10

(vgw = 0.00475 m s−1 and vsw = 2.54×10−4 m s−1) and in fact it is not a function of the
ratio. For the cases with higher groundwater and surface water velocities, both the cold
and hot water injections have almost the same effect on the apparent temperature
response.

4.5 Groundwater-surface water mixing process15

In two experiments, dyes were also added to the groundwater to observe the uniformity
of water flow through the injection section. The dye tests showed that in some cases the
water is not fully mixed when it discharges from the injection section (especially when
the groundwater velocity is high) and depending on the surface water and groundwater
velocities the mixing takes place on different spatial and temporal scales (Figs. S1 and20

S2 in the Supplement).

4.6 Extending the results of the tests obtained at for a 10 ◦C source temperature
difference to other temperatures

In order to extend the result of the tests carried out with a 10 ◦C source tempera-
ture difference (Fig. 5) to other source temperature differences (here to 2 ◦C), the data25
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presented in Figs. 5 and 6 are re-called. Figure 5 was plotted based on the ratio of
the apparent temperature response to the source temperature difference where the
temperature difference is 10 ◦C. One can readily change the temperature difference
from 10 to 2 ◦C on Fig. 5 by knowing the relationship between the apparent tempera-
ture response and the source temperature difference. The relationship is a linear type5

and can be extracted from Fig. 6 when different source temperatures were tested. As
discussed, the ATR/STD = 0.02 was the threshold defined in Fig. 5 for a source tem-
perature difference of 10 ◦C. When extending the results of 10 to 2 ◦C (Fig. 9), it can be
seen that the threshold remains almost the same, emphasising that below a ATR/STD
of 0.02, the vgw/vsw = ratio can no longer be determined.10

5 Discussion

The results of this study demonstrate that temperature measurements with an accu-
racy of approximately 0.1 ◦C can be obtained by fiber optic DTS. A more accurate tem-
perature precision can be obtained with integration, either over longer time or greater
lengths of cable (Voigt et al., 2011). However, this would be at the expense of measur-15

ing finer spatial scales or more rapid temporal changes.
As mentioned earlier, Fig. 5 presents the ratio of apparent temperature response

to source temperature difference (ATR/STD) vs. the velocity ratio of groundwater
to surface water for all tests at 10 ◦C. From this figure it can be observed that at
ATR/STD below 0.02, the vgw/vsw ratios becomes uncertain and it is no longer possi-20

ble to estimate the precise ratio of groundwater to surface water velocities. This result
shows that for ATR/STD ratios below 0.02, due to either a low groundwater velocity
or high surface water velocity, groundwater discharge cannot be resolved in the field.
Furthermore, it was seen from the dye tests that the surface water is mixing with the dis-
charging groundwater inside the injection section, especially when the groundwater ve-25

locity is very slow. When the groundwater velocity is very low, surface water enters the
injection section and reduces the temperature difference significantly before reaching
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to the cable sitting above. As a result, the heat exchange occurs mostly within the in-
jection section which consequently causes a lower apparent temperature response.
The same situation is likely to be experienced in the field where surface water could
penetrate, by hyporheic exchange, into shallow porous beds having low groundwater
outflow and thus change the temperature signal before reaching the surface and even-5

tually a sensor cable situated on the surface (Cardenas and Wilson, 2007).
On the other hand, it is commonly assumed that complete mixing between the

groundwater and the surface water has occurred when analysing DTS temperature
data (Westhoff et al., 2007; Roth et al., 2010). However, the results of this study sug-
gests that the level of mixing strongly depends on the surface water and groundwater10

velocities as well as whether hot or cold groundwater is discharging (Fig. 8). For most
flowing streams with adequate mixing this would not be an issue, but for slow flow,
stagnant streams or sheltered lakes with little wind induced turbulence, it could well be
an issue. In such cases it also becomes important whether the temperature difference
favours density stability (hot over cold water) or instability (cold over hot water).15

When a fiber optic cable is in contact with the sediment surface, heat transfer via con-
duction to and from the sediment can play a role for the measured cable temperatures.
The results of this study show that when the fiber optic cable is in contact with a flume
glass bottom or with a gravel layer beneath the fiber optic cable, the temperature re-
sponse measured by the fiber optic cable is changed (Fig. 7). The results emphasise20

that probably both the higher level of convection due to the presence of gravel and
the heat exchange due to conduction are influencing the measured temperature. This
finding reinforces the heat transfer model proposed by Neilson et al. (2010) where the
heat conduction is also a mechanism contributing to the heat transfer.

For field applications, the temperature difference between surface water and re-25

gional groundwater is often well constrained by measurements (Andersen and Ac-
worth, 2009). The regional groundwater temperature can be constrained by measure-
ments in deeper wells away from surface water bodies or estimated from the average
annual air temperature. Further, if the surface water velocity is known from stream
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gauging and temperature measurements are obtained from a FO-DTS cable, then the
velocity of groundwater discharge could be estimated from a semi-log relationship as
presented in Fig. 9 and extracted as:

vgw = vsw ·EXP
[

14.5×
(

ATR
STD

−0.37
)]

5

However, it should be noted that this correlation has been obtained in a well-controlled
environment and its application to field settings may be influenced by additional uncer-
tainty in the parameters due to heterogeneous field conditions. The equation is valid
for ATR/STD ratios above 0.02.

This threshold is partly defined by the FO-DTS system limits (i.e. noise levels and10

precision), but are also influenced by the physical conditions of the system, predom-
inantly the velocity ratio and the temperature difference, but perhaps environmental
conditions such as degree of mixing and the vertical velocity profile in the stream may
play a larger role for field applications and raise the threshold for field conditions.

In the study by Lauer et al. (2013), a 2 % ratio of groundwater to surface water flow15

rates is identified as the limit in which the correct ratio can be extracted from tempera-
ture data for temperature differences from 1.2 to 4.2 ◦C. In contrast, the results of this
study demonstrates that the limit of detection is at a ATR/STD of 0.02 which equals
a 1 % velocity ratio (or 0.4 % flow ratio compared to 2 % flow ratio identified by Lauer
and co-workers) for a 2 ◦C temperature difference. In the work of Lauer et al. (2013)20

complete mixing of groundwater and surface water was assumed and used in the heat-
mass balance equation to estimate the groundwater discharge. Different assumptions
may have contributed to the difference in the identified discharge detection limit in the
two studies.
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6 Summary

In nutshell, experimental flume testing was carried out in this study to conduct a sys-
tematic assessment of temperature measurement of groundwater discharging into
a stream using a FO-DTS system. The detection limit of DTS in groundwater discharge
to streams were investigated by varying several physical parameters and conditions:5

relative surface water (SW) and groundwater (GW) velocities (vgw/vsw) between 0.21 %
and 61.7 % (resulting in flow ratios of 0.07 % to 21.5 %), temperature difference be-
tween SW-GW (2–10 ◦C), the direction of the temperature gradient (cold and hot water
injections), and bed materials. From the results of this study, it is concluded that al-
though the limit of detection by DTS is a complex function of many parameters, the10

surface water velocity, and groundwater velocity and the temperature difference are
the three main parameters determining the detection limits of groundwater discharge
using DTS temperature measurement in a controlled environment.

It is also demonstrated that the FO-DTS system, as used in this flume experiment,
cannot reliably detect the velocity ratios of groundwater to surface water when the ratio15

of the apparent temperature response to the source temperature difference is below
0.02.

The Supplement related to this article is available online at
doi:10.5194/hessd-11-8167-2014-supplement.
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 149 

Figure 1. a) A schematic of the experimental setup, b) Example of the recorded temperatures 150 

along the cable showing lower temperatures at the injection section and calibration bath. 151 

Figure 1. (a) A schematic of the experimental setup, (b) example of the recorded temperatures
along the cable showing lower temperatures at the injection section and calibration bath.
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9 

 

3. DATA PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS 152 

DTS temperature traces for analysis were taken 20 min after the onset of groundwater injection 153 

in each test, when the temperature reached steady state. The raw output of stoke/anti-stoke 154 

backscatters provided by the DTS instrument was used to calculate the temperature of the fiber 155 

optic cable using the algorithm proposed by van de Giesen et al. (2012). The cumulative 156 

differential attenuation of the cable showing sharp transitions in temperature (due to splice, 157 

bends, etc.) is presented in Fig. 2. A linear fit was applied to the data and the fit was used for 158 

attenuation correction. The temperature accuracy was assessed by comparing the DTS 159 

measurement in an ice bath (for two sections of the cable with nearly 50m length each) with the 160 

Fluke reference thermometer.  161 

 162 

Figure 2. The cumulative differential attenuation along the cable with a linear fit to the readings 163 

showing sharp transitions in temperature. The stretches coincide with sharp transitions and 164 

splices along the cable. 165 

Figure 2. The cumulative differential attenuation along the cable with a linear fit to the readings
showing sharp transitions in temperature. The stretches coincide with sharp transitions and
splices along the cable.
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10 

 

The RMSE, Bias and Standard deviation were calculated for all measurements (compared with 166 

the Fluke reference thermometer) in the first and second sections of the cable in the ice bath and 167 

the results are presented in Fig. 3. The RMSE of the first and second sections of the cable 168 

fluctuate around 0.025 ºC which is very similar to their standard deviations. The bias fluctuates 169 

around zero although a slight off-bias can be observed in both first and second part of cable in 170 

the ice bath. Therefore it can be concluded that an accuracy of at least 0.1 ºC can be attained in 171 

the tests. The surface water background temperature was obtained by a logger at the upstream 172 

side of the flume. This temperature was compared with the minimum temperature measurement 173 

(or maximum in case of a hot groundwater injection) caused by the groundwater injection. 174 

 175 

Figure 3 The RMSE, Bias and Standard deviation for all measurements along the two 50 m 176 

sections of the cable in the ice bath (compared with a Fluke reference thermometer). 177 

The surface water background temperature was obtained by a logger at the upstream side of 178 

the flume. This temperature was compared with the minimum temperature measurement (or 179 

maximum in case of a hot groundwater injection) caused by the groundwater injection. So the 180 

Figure 3. The RMSE, Bias and Standard deviation for all measurements along the two 50 m
sections of the cable in the ice bath (compared with a Fluke reference thermometer).
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11 

 

apparent temperature response (ATR) was obtained as a difference by these two values for each 181 

individual test (Fig. 4). In contrast we define the known temperature difference between the two 182 

water sources as the source temperature difference (STD). 183 

184 

Figure 4. Example of calculating the apparent temperature response (ATR). The minimum 185 

temperature measured due to groundwater inflow is subtracted from the average background 186 

temperature upstream of the injection section. 187 

4. RESULTS 188 

4.1.Effect of the groundwater/surface water velocities on the apparent temperature response  189 

Figure 5 summarises the results by reporting the ratio of apparent temperature response to 190 

source temperature difference (ATR/STD) vs the velocity ratio of groundwater to surface water 191 

(vgw/vsw) for all the tests (Table S1) on a semi-log scale. As seen from Fig. 5, the data scatter 192 

along a straight line on the semi-scale graph. It was observed that by increasing the surface water 193 

velocity or decreasing groundwater velocity the intensity of the apparent temperature response 194 

Figure 4. Example of calculating the apparent temperature response (ATR). The minimum
temperature measured due to groundwater inflow is subtracted from the average background
temperature upstream of the injection section.
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12 

 

decreases. It is also seen that the ATR/STD spreads across a wide range of vgw/vsw when the 195 

ATR/STD is below 0.02. 196 

197 

Figure 5. The ratio of apparent temperature response to the source temperature difference versus 198 

the ratio of groundwater to surface water velocity. 199 

 200 

4.2.Effects of varying the source temperature difference  201 

Figure 6 summarises the tests where the temperature difference, between surface water and the 202 

groundwater was varied in four steps (2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 ºC) while the surface water velocity 203 

(0.11965 ms
-1

) and groundwater velocity (2.818×10
-3

 ms
-1

) were kept constant. From Fig. 6, it 204 

can be seen that an increase in the source temperature difference is linearly related to the 205 

apparent temperature response.  206 

Figure 5. The ratio of apparent temperature response to the source temperature difference vs.
the ratio of groundwater to surface water velocity.
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13 

 

 207 

Figure 6. a) Apparent temperature response of experiments with variable temperature difference 208 

between the background surface water and the groundwater for a surface water velocity of 209 

0.11965 m/s and a groundwater velocity of 2.818×10
-3

 m/s; b) Apparent temperature response vs 210 

the source temperature difference between the background surface water and the groundwater. 211 

4.3.Effect of bedding material on apparent temperature response 212 

Although heat transfer is mostly assumed to be dominated by convection (by fluid motion) for 213 

FO-DTS applications (Westhoff et al., 2007), the heat conduction between the fiber optic cable 214 

Figure 6. (a) Apparent temperature response of experiments with variable temperature differ-
ence between the background surface water and the groundwater for a surface water velocity
of 0.11965 m s−1 and a groundwater velocity of 2.818×10−3 m s−1; (b) apparent temperature
response vs. the source temperature difference between the background surface water and the
groundwater.
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14 

 

and the underlying bedding can also have an influence on the heat transfer. This hypothesis was 215 

put to the test by applying a layer of gravel on the bottom of the flume. The apparent temperature 216 

response both with and without a gravel bed beneath the cable are presented in Fig. 7. From this 217 

figure it can be observed that when the fiber optic cable lies on the gravel, the apparent 218 

temperature response is higher than when it is in contact with the flume bottom (glass). So it 219 

seems that the flow regime is modified close to cable due to presence of gravel with tortuosity. 220 

This tortuosity causes the water to move quicker within the pores and flow out of the gravel 221 

faster toward the cable which in turn enhances the heat transfer by convection. In addition, the 222 

conduction may have contributed to temperature changes as the thermal conductivity of gravel is 223 

lower than that of glass. 224 

225 

Figure 7. Apparent temperature response for tests with and without a gravel bed underneath the 226 

cable (surface water velocity: 0.11965 m/s and groundwater velocity: 2.818×10
-3 

m/s). 227 

 228 

 229 

Figure 7. Apparent temperature response for tests with and without a gravel bed underneath
the cable (surface water velocity: 0.11965 m s−1 and groundwater velocity: 2.818×10−3 m s−1).
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15 

 

4.4.Effect of hot/cold water injection on the apparent temperature response 230 

The apparent temperature response for both hot and cold water injections for four different 231 

velocity cases (Table S2) is presented in Fig. 8. This Figure illustrates that the difference in 232 

apparent temperature response between cold and hot water injections are most prominent when 233 

both the surface water and groundwater velocities are low (vgw=0.00475 m/s and vsw=2.54×10
-4

 234 

m/s) and in fact it is not a function of the ratio. For the cases with higher groundwater and 235 

surface water velocities, both the cold and hot water injections have almost the same effect on 236 

the apparent temperature response.  237 

238 

Figure 8. apparent temperature response for different injections of both hot and cold 239 

groundwater: a) surface water velocity: 0.11965 m/s and groundwater velocity: 2.818×10
-3

 m/s; 240 

b) surface water velocity: 0.11965 m/s and groundwater velocity: 2.52×10
-4 

m/s; c) surface water 241 

velocity: 0.00457 m/s and groundwater velocity: 2.52×10
-4 

m/s; and d) surface water velocity: 242 

0.00457 m/s and groundwater velocity: 2.818×10
-3 

m/s. 243 

 244 

Figure 8. apparent temperature response for different injections of both hot and cold ground-
water: (a) surface water velocity: 0.11965 m s−1 and groundwater velocity: 2.818×10−3 m s−1;
(b) surface water velocity: 0.11965 m s−1 and groundwater velocity: 2.52×10−4 m s−1; (c) sur-
face water velocity: 0.00457 m s−1 and groundwater velocity: 2.52×10−4 m s−1; and (d) surface
water velocity: 0.00457 m s−1 and groundwater velocity: 2.818×10−3 m s−1.
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265 

Figure 9. The ratio of apparent temperature response to the source temperature difference vs the 266 

ratio of groundwater to surface water flow velocities at temperature differences of 10 ºC and 2 ºC 267 

between the background surface water and the groundwater. The black horizontal line indicates 268 

the detection limit as represented by the ratio of apparent temperature response/source 269 

temperature difference of 0.02. 270 

 271 

5. DISCUSSION 272 

The results of this study demonstrate that temperature measurements with an accuracy of 273 

approximately 0.1 ºC can be obtained by fiber optic DTS. A more accurate temperature precision 274 

can be obtained with integration, either over longer time or greater lengths of cable (Voigt et al., 275 

2011). However, this would be at the expense of measuring finer spatial scales or more rapid 276 

temporal changes.  277 

As mentioned earlier, Figure 5 presents the ratio of apparent temperature response to source 278 

temperature difference (ATR/STD) vs the velocity ratio of groundwater to surface water for all 279 

Figure 9. The ratio of apparent temperature response to the source temperature difference vs.
the ratio of groundwater to surface water flow velocities at temperature differences of 10 ◦C and
2 ◦C between the background surface water and the groundwater. The black horizontal line indi-
cates the detection limit as represented by the ratio of apparent temperature response/source
temperature difference of 0.02.
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